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High-throughput electrical position detection of single
flowing particles/cells with non-spherical shape†

Riccardo Reale,a Adele De Ninno,a Luca Businaro,b Paolo Bisegna,a and Federica
Caselli∗a

We present an innovative impedance cytometer for the measurement of the cross-sectional po-
sition of single particles or cells flowing in a microchannel. As predicted by numerical simulations
and experimentally validated, the proposed approach is applicable to particles/cells with either
spherical or non-spherical shape. In particular, the optics-free high-throughput position detection
of individual flowing red blood cells (RBCs) is demonstrated and applied to monitor RBCs hy-
drodynamic focusing under different sheath flow conditions. Moreover, the device provides mul-
tiparametric information useful for lab-on-a-chip applications, including particle inter-arrival times
and velocity profile, as well as RBCs mean corpuscular volume, distribution width and electrical
opacity.

1 Introduction
Cell manipulation techniques combined with microfluidic tech-
nology play a critical role in various applications in cell biology,
clinical research and biomedical engineering.1 Microfluidic de-
vices have been developed for applications such as cell focusing,
alignment, trapping and separation of target cells from hetero-
geneous solutions, by exploiting geometric,2,3 electric,4–6 mag-
netic,7 acoustic,8 or mechanical9,10 properties. Besides spher-
ical objects manipulation, approaches suited to non-spherical
particles and cells (e.g., red blood cells and bacteria) are of
notable importance.11 With respect to spherical particles, non-
spherical ones may exhibit different behaviours of e.g. iner-
tial focusing,12–14 dielectrophoretic focusing,15 impedance spec-
troscopy,16,17 and deterministic lateral displacement.11,18

Currently, the efficiency of most manipulation devices is deter-
mined by analyzing the outlet samples (e.g., by hemocytometer19

or FACS machine8) or by particle position detection inside the
microdevice with optical means.6,11,15 Conventional microscopy
approaches provide two-dimensional images of either the device
top view or side view, but they are not suited to visualize particle
cross-sectional position. Moreover, they require transparent ma-
terials and demand for acquisition and processing of large image
data sets. More advanced optical systems find limited applica-
tion due to their setup complexity.20–22 Hence there is a pressing
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need for simple and effective methods to characterize the motion
of single particles at the microscale.23–25

An emerging alternative to optical systems for particle posi-
tion detection is represented by electrical impedance-based ap-
proaches. Wang et al.26 reported a system where a single pair
of non-parallel microelectrodes was utilized to detect the lateral
(i.e., along channel width) position of particles flowing in a mi-
crochannel. Brazey et al.27 presented an impedance-based real-
time sensor for the detection of the longitudinal (i.e., along chan-
nel length) position. Solsona et al.28 exploited a gradient in the
electric field to detect the position of particles in one axis. We
recently presented a microfluidic impedance chip for the determi-
nation of both lateral and vertical (i.e., along channel height) po-
sition.29 All those approaches were demonstrated for polystyrene
beads.

In this work, we propose a novel microfluidic impedance chip
for the position detection of particles/cells with non-spherical
shape. As detailed in Section 2, the chip comprises two re-
gions, one for the measurement of particle lateral position and
one for the measurement of particle vertical position (Figure 1).
Non-conventional wiring schemes are used to generate electric
signals with enhanced information content.30,31 They yield two
metrics suitable to reconstruct particle position in the channel
cross-section. In order to assess the robustness of those met-
rics with respect to particle volume, shape and orientation, a nu-
merical study is performed. In particular, finite element (FEM)
simulations of erythrocytes (i.e., discocytes) and prolate ellip-
soids flowing through the microchannel with different orienta-
tions and cross-sectional positions are carried out (Section 4.1).
Then, an experimental campaign is conducted and the optics-free
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Fig. 1 Novel microfluidic impedance chip for cross-sectional position de-
tection of flowing particles/cells. (a) 3D rendering of the device. The
chip is formed by one region for the measurement of the lateral position
(i.e., x-coordinate) and one for the measurement of the vertical position
(i.e., y-coordinate). The former comprises two pairs of coplanar elec-
trodes housed in side-channels, whereas the latter comprises five copla-
nar electrodes spanning the main channel width. (b) Schematic drawing
of the cross-sectional position components of an individual flowing parti-
cle.

high-throughput cross-sectional position detection of individual
flowing red blood cells is demonstrated for the first time (Sec-
tion 4.2). As an application, the method is used to monitor the
hydrodynamic focusing of erythrocytes and beads under different
sheath flow conditions (Section 4.4). Finally, the capability of this
simple device to provide multiparametric cell characterization is
demonstrated (Section 4.5).

2 Operating principle
The region for the measurement of particle lateral position (i.e.,
x-coordinate) is equipped with two pairs of metal electrodes pat-
terned at the bottom of dead-end lateral chambers (Figure 1).
An AC voltage is applied to diagonally opposite stimulating elec-
trodes housed in side channels, and the differential current I∆

flowing through the remaining measuring electrodes is collected
(Figure 2(a)). The resulting signal is a bipolar Gaussian with
asymmetric peaks (Figure 2(c)). As demonstrated in our previous
work,31,32 the pulse amplitude difference, i.e. a2−a1, conveys in-
formation on particle lateral position. In particular, it is positive
if the particle flows in the x > 0 half of the channel (as in Fig-
ure 2(c)), whereas it is negative if the particle flows in the x < 0
half of the channel. In fact, the relative difference of pulse ampli-
tudes (i.e., pulse amplitude difference divided by pulse amplitude
average) is used to obtain a metric independent of particle size:

∆ =
a2 −a1

(a1 +a2)/2
. (1)

With respect to the approach used in Reale et al.29 (cf. Figure S1),
the present solution enables a significant reduction of the length
of the lateral position sensing zone, in favour of device compact-
ness, and requires only one current signal instead of two, thus
easying acquisition and processing.

The region for the measurement of particle vertical position

(i.e., y-coordinate) is equipped with five coplanar electrodes lo-
cated on the bottom of the main channel and spanning the chan-
nel width (Figure 1). An AC voltage is applied to the third of the
five electrodes in the main channel and the differential current
IP flowing through the first and the fifth electrodes is collected,
the other two electrodes being floating (Figure 2(b)). The result-
ing signal trace exhibits a bipolar double-Gaussian profile (Fig-
ure 2(d)). As demonstrated in De Ninno et al.,30 the prominence
of the two peaks with respect to the saddle in between conveys
information on particle vertical position. In particular, it is higher
for particles traveling close to the electrodes (as in Figure 2(b))
than for particles traveling away from the electrodes. Because
signal amplitude also depends on particle size, the following nor-
malized metric, referred to as relative prominence, is used:

P =
M−m

M
, (2)

where m and M correspond to the signal amplitude at the saddle
and peaks, respectively.

It is noticed that in the lateral position determination region the
electric field is nearly uniform across the channel height,30 there-
fore the current I∆ is practically independent from particle vertical
position. Similarly, in the vertical position determination region
the electric field is nearly uniform across the channel width,31

therefore the current IP is practically independent from particle
lateral position.

A gallery of simulated signals relevant to a spherical particle
travelling along z at different cross-sectional positions is shown in
Figure S2. Taken together, the peak amplitude relative difference
∆ and the relative prominence P provide information on particle
cross-sectional position.

3 Materials and methods
3.1 Finite element simulations

The effect that deviation from spherical particle geometry might
have on the proposed position detection strategy was investigated
by FEM analysis. In particular, the differential current traces I∆

and IP generated by erythrocyte-shaped particles and prolate el-
lipsoids flowing through the microchannel with different orienta-
tions and cross-sectional positions were simulated. Model equa-
tions have been described elsewhere33,34 and model dielectric
parameters are reported in Table S1.

The shape of the erythrocyte was recreated using the axisym-
metric parametric model described in San Martín et al.,35 assum-
ing parameters relevant to the normocyte (volume 85.1 µm3).
Simulations were performed for twenty-three different orienta-
tions of the erythrocyte axisymmetric axis, spanning the whole
solid angle. An aspect ratio equal to two and a volume of
113.1 µm3 were chosen for the prolate ellipsoid, and orientations
along the three coordinate axes were considered.

For each orientation, fourteen cross-sectional positions of
the flowing erythrocyte/ellispoid were considered. In partic-
ular, seven erythrocytes/ellipsoids with center at y = 0 and x-
coordinate spanning the channel width were considered for I∆,
whereas seven erythrocytes/ellipsoids with center at x = 0 and
y-coordinate spanning the channel height were considered for
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Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the non-conventional electrode configurations used for position determination. (a) Particle lateral position (i.e., x-
coordinate) is measured using a four-electrode configuration. The AC voltage is applied to two diagonally opposite electrodes and the differential
current I∆ flowing through the two remaining electrodes is collected. An asymmetric bipolar Gaussian template (c) is used to fit the differential current
I∆, thus extracting the amplitudes a1 and a2, which in turn yield the amplitude relative difference ∆, correlating with particle lateral position. b) Particle
vertical position (i.e., y-coordinate) is measured using a five-electrode configuration. The AC voltage is applied to the central electrode and the differ-
ential current IP flowing through the first and last electrodes is collected. The second and fourth electrodes are left floating. A bipolar double Gaussian
template (d) is used to fit the differential current IP, thus extracting the amplitudes M and m, which in turn yield the relative prominence P, correlating
with particle vertical position.

IP. For comparison purposes, 7 µm spherical beads (volume
179.6 µm3) were also analyzed in simulation.

From each trace, the relevant electrical metric was obtained
(i.e., the amplitude relative difference ∆ from I∆, and the rela-
tive prominence P from IP) by fitting the appropriate template
(i.e., the asymmetric bipolar Gaussian and the bipolar double-
Gaussian, respectively, shown in Figure 2(c) and (d)).

3.2 Microfluidic chip

The microfluidic impedance chip used in the experimental cam-
paign consists of a PDMS-embedded microchannel bonded to
a glass microscope slide with integrated gold microelectrodes.
Standard microfabrication techniques were used as reported else-
where.30 A microscopic image of the fluidic and electrode lay-
outs is reported in Figure 3. The main channel was 50 µm wide
and 21.5 µm high. The dead-end lateral chambers were 30 µm
wide and 30 µm apart from each other, with electrodes recessed
by 15 µm with respect to the main channel. The five electrodes
spanning the main channel width were 30 µm wide with a 10 µm
gap. Sheath flow channels were 40 µm wide and joined the main
channel in a 20◦ junction 600 µm upstream the first measuring
zone. It is noticed that sheath flows are not required for particle
position detection. They are used in this work to show the ability
of the device to monitor particle hydrodynamic focusing. Arrays
of micro-pillars were included at each inlet fluidic port to reduce
the risk of channel clogging.

3.3 Sample preparation

A 5 µl droplet of blood was obtained from a healthy donor by
finger prick. The blood was diluted 1:10000 in a buffer formed
by isotonic saline solution (0.90% w/v NaCl) with the addition
of 150 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma-Aldrich) to in-
crease solution density, and polystyrene beads (7 µm diameter,
Sigma-Aldrich) at a concentration of about 2 ·105 beads/ml. The
sheath flow buffer was formed by isotonic saline solution with the
same concentration of dissolved BSA.

3.4 Fluidic setup

The sample flow rate, Qsa, was supplied by a syringe pump (Elite
11, Harvard Apparatus, 500 µl Hamilton glass syringe). A pres-
sure regulator (OB-1 Mk-3, Elveflow) was used to pressurize the
sheath buffer reservoir. A flow sensor (MSF3, Elveflow) measur-
ing the flow downstream the reservoir was used in a feedback
loop to regulate the sheath flow rate, Qsh. Teflon tubing were
used for all liquid connections, whereas Tygon tubing were used
for the air line.

Seven experiments were carried out: system calibration (de-
noted by C, cf. Section 3.7), optical validation (denoted by V,
cf. Section 4.3), four experiments of hydrodynamic focusing (de-
noted by HF-1 to HF-4, cf. Section 4.4), and multiparametric anal-
ysis (denoted by M, cf. Section 4.5). In experiments C, V, M and
HF-4 the sheath flow was split in a T-junction and connected to
both sheath flow channels (virtually, QR

sh = QL
sh = Qsh/2, where

QR
sh and QL

sh denote right and left sheath flow rates, respectively,
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Fig. 3 Microscopic image showing the fluidic and electrode layouts.

Table 1 Experimental conditions used for system calibration (C), optical
validation (V), multiparametric analysis (M), and hydrodynamic focusing
(HF-1 to HF-4).

Exp. Qsa
[µl/min]

QR
sh

[µl/min]
QL

sh
[µl/min]

C, V, M 15 2.5 2.5
HF-1 15 5 –
HF-2 10 10 –
HF-3 2 18 –
HF-4 2 9 9

cf. Figure 3). In experiments HF-1 to HF-3 the sheath flow source
was connected to the right sheath flow channel only, the left one
being blocked (accordingly, QR

sh = Qsh and QL
sh = 0). The flow

rate values used in the experiments are reported in Table 1. In all
cases, a total flow rate (Qsh +Qsa) of 20 µl/min was considered.

3.5 Electrical measurements

The differential currents I∆ and IP were measured using two
transimpedance amplifiers (HF2TA, Zurich Instruments) and an
impedance spectroscope (HF2IS, Zurich Instruments, working at
115 kSa/s sampling rate, 30 kHz filter bandwidth). An excita-
tion signal of 8 Vp (peak) at 500 kHz was used in the lateral
position sensing zone (i.e., for acquiring I∆), and an excitation
signal of 4 Vp at 615 kHz was used in the vertical position sens-
ing zone (i.e., for acquiring IP). The selected frequencies (500
and 615 kHz) are below the range of the beta dispersion and
differ by the sampling rate, thus reducing cross-talk effects. For
multiparamteric analysis (experiment M in Table 1), the vertical
position sensing zone was simultaneously stimulated with 4 Vp at
1 MHz, in order to compute an electrical opacity (cf. Section 4.5).
The data streams were processed using an event detection algo-
rithm,36 and single-event features were extracted by template fit-
ting using a custom MATLAB script. In particular, for each de-
tected event the amplitude relative difference ∆ (Eq. (1)) was
computed from the peak amplitudes a1 and a2 of the asymmetric
bipolar Gaussian template fitted to I∆, whereas the relative promi-
nence P (Eq. (2)) was extracted from the bipolar double-Gaussian
template fitted to IP. The electrical volume (cf. Section 4.5) was
used to distinguish between beads and erythrocytes and to plot
the separate population data.

3.6 Optical measurements

A high-speed camera (Photron FASTCAM Mini UX100, 4000 fps,
4 µs shutter time) mounted on an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axio
Observer, 20× objective) was used to acquire images of the flow-
ing particles, for validation purpose. For each particle, the optical
lateral position Xopt was computed as the distance between the
particle centre and the microchannel axis. An exemplary snapshot
of a flowing bead [resp. erythrocyte] is shown in Figure S3(a)
[resp. (b)].

3.7 System calibration

As suggested by numerical investigation,37 a linear mapping is
used to transform the amplitude relative difference ∆ into the
electrical estimate X of the lateral position x:

X =W (β ∆+ γ) , (3)

where W is the channel width, and β and γ are calibration co-
efficients. In particular, β is a scaling factor depending on chip
geometry, while γ takes into account possible chip asymmetries
and is expected to be small. Moreover, a quadratic model can
be used to obtain an electrical estimate Y of particle y-coordinate
from the relative prominence P:29

Y = H (c0 + c1P+ c2P2) , (4)

where H denotes the channel height. The parameters ci depend
on the experimental setup38 (e.g., buffer conductivity, frequency
of the AC stimulation, electrode double-layer capacitance). The
parameters β ,γ,c0,c1,c2 were determined using the calibration
experiment (denoted by C in Table 1) where beads can visit a
large part of the channel cross-section. The calibration procedure
is described in Section 5 of the ESI.

4 Results

4.1 FEM analysis of volume, shape and orientation effects

Figure 4(a)-(c) shows the simulation results relevant to an ery-
throcyte (volume 85.1 µm3) flowing through the device with
its axisymmetric axis aligned with x-, y- or z- channel axes (the
whole set of twenty-three different orientations is reported in
Figure S5). In particular, the relationship between the ampli-
tude relative difference ∆ and the erythrocyte lateral position
[resp. the relationship between the relative prominence P and
the erythrocyte vertical position] is reported in panel (b) [resp.
(c)]. Simulation results relevant to a 7 µm diameter bead (vol-
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Fig. 4 (a) Schematic drawings of a 7 µm diameter bead and erythrocytes
oriented along the three Cartesian axes. (b) Amplitude relative difference
∆ as a function of particle lateral position (x-coordinate) and (c) relative
prominence P as a function of particle vertical position (y-coordinate).
The cross-sectional positions of particle center are indicated with crosses
in the insets of panels (b) and (c). Panels (d), (e), and (f) are the analo-
gous of panels (a), (b), and (c), respectively, for a prolate ellipsoid. FEM
simulation results relevant to a 40 µm × 21.5 µm channel cross-section.

ume 179.6 µm3) are also shown for comparison. The root-mean-
squared difference (RMSD) across the twenty-three orientations
compared to the spherical particle is 0.023 for the amplitude
relative difference ∆ and 0.037 for the relative prominence P.
The simulation results relevant to the prolate ellipsoid (volume
113.1 µm3, aspect ratio equal to two) are reported in Figure 4(d)-
(f) and exhibit similar RMSD values (0.027 for ∆ and 0.030 for
P). It can be concluded that both metrics ∆ and P are quite robust
with respect to particle volume, shape and orientation. The pro-
posed approach is therefore suited to spherical and non-spherical
particles, and no particle orientation mechanism is required.

4.2 Experimental measurements of erythrocytes and beads

A gallery of typical experimental signals I∆ and IP relevant to red
blood cells flowing through the device is shown in Figure 5, along
with the relevant placement in the (∆,P) plane. Fluidic settings
are the same as experiment C in Table 1. The experimental traces
closely mimic the simulated traces reported in Figure S2 that were
relevant to 7 µm spherical beads. Recalling that biological cells
behave as insulating particle at low frequency39,40 (i.e., below
the range of the β -dispersion), this result provides further evi-
dence that the electrical metrics ∆ and P are robust with respect
to particle volume, shape and orientation.

A video showing examples of red blood cells and beads flow-
ing through the chip, along with the signals I∆ and IP generated
by their passing through, is provided as supplementary material
(Video S1). For each flowing particle, the relevant values of ∆

(Eq. (1)) and P (Eq. (2)) and of the corresponding electrical po-
sitions X (Eq. (3)) and Y (Eq. (4)) are also reported.

4.3 Optical validation

Electrical estimates of particle lateral positions X (Eq. (3)) were
compared with the optical estimates Xopt (cf. Section 3.6). In
the relevant experiment (denoted by V in Table 1), right and left
sheath flow rates were each equal to 2.5 µl/min whereas sample
flow rate was equal to 15 µl/min. The density plot of X against
Xopt shows a good agreement between the two estimates across
the whole position range, for both beads (Figure 6(a), R2 = 0.98,
RMSD = 1.9 µm, which is about 4% of channel width) and ery-
throcytes (Figure 6(b), R2 = 0.95, RMSD= 3.1 µm, which is about
6% of channel width). As shown in Figure S6, similar values were
obtained for chicken red blood cells, that have the shape of a pro-
late ellipsoid. The optical validation of the electrical estimate of
particle vertical position Y (Eq. (4)) has been provided in Reale
et al.29 for spherical beads and was based on a quantitative defo-
cusing approach.41

4.4 Monitoring of hydrodynamic focusing

When lateral sheath flows are used, the channel cross-section
available to the sample flow is reduced along the x-direction. In
general, the amount of focusing depends on flow conditions, fluid
properties and geometry.42 Being able to monitor the trajectories
of the flowing particles is a crucial aspect of hydrodynamic focus-
ing.

The results of the sheath-flow focusing experiments are shown
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Fig. 5 Gallery of experimental signals relevant to erythrocytes with exemplary values of the (∆,P) pair (red stars in panel (a), labeled from A to I).
The real part of the corresponding differential currents I∆ and IP are shown in (b), respectively in green and blue (dots represent experimental points,
continuous lines represent the fitted templates). For example, the erythrocyte labeled as A [resp. I] is characterized by negative ∆ and low P [resp.
positive ∆ and high P]. Accordingly, it is flowing in the top-left [resp. bottom-right] portion of the cross-section (i.e., x < 0 and y > 0 [resp. x > 0 and
y < 0]).

R2 = 0.98

RMSD = 1.9 mm

R2 = 0.95

RMSD = 3.1 mm

a) b) RBCs7 μm beads

Fig. 6 Comparison between optical estimate Xopt and electrical estimate
X of lateral positions of: a) beads (∼300 events), and b) red blood cells
(∼850 events). In each density plot the bisector line is dashed in red.
The regression coefficient and the root-mean-squared difference RMSD
are also reported.

in Figure 7. The four experimental conditions HF-1 to HF-4 (cf.
Table 1) are schematically represented in panels (a)-(d). The cor-
responding density plots of the electrical position Y against the
electrical position X are visualized in panels (e)-(h) for the beads,
and panels (i)-(l) for the erythrocytes. The 95% percentile value
of the electrical lateral position, XH, is indicated in experiments
HF-1 to HF-3. The 2.5% and 97.5% percentile values, XL and XH

respectively, are indicated in experiment HF-4. The values of XL

and XH are collected in Table 2.

As expected, in the experiments HF-1 and HF-2 the beads and
the erythrocytes visit a large portion of the channel cross-section,
whereas in the experiments HF-3 and HF-4 they are focused in a
narrow region near the channel wall or in the middle of the chan-
nel, respectively. In the central focusing experiment (HF-4), the
mean value of XL and XH is 0.8 µm for the beads and 0.7 µm
for the erythrocytes. This small off-set with respect to the value
X = 0 is probably caused by a slight unbalance between the fluidic
resistances of the right and left sheath flows. Gravitational sedi-
mentation in the tubing may cause particle focusing in the bottom
or top half of the channel (Figure 7(k) and (l)), depending on the
steering angle of the tubing43.

Additional experimental results, relevant to chicken red blood
cells, are shown in Figure S7.

Finally, if also longitudinal (i.e., along z-coordinate) position
sensing is required, a modified version of the approach recently
proposed by Brazey et al.27 can be implemented, under central
focusing condition (cf. Section 8 of the ESI).
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Fig. 7 Red blood cells and beads hydrodynamic focusing using sheath flows. (a)-(d) Schematic drawing of the experimental conditions HF-1 to HF-4
(cf. Table 1). (e)-(h) [resp. (i)-(l)] Density plots of the electrical cross-sectional positions (X ,Y ) of the beads (>2000 events in each plot) [resp. of the
erythrocytes (>5000 events in each plot)]. The 95% percentile value of the electrical lateral position, XH, is indicated in experiments HF-1 to HF-3. The
2.5% and 97.5% percentile values, XL and XH respectively, are indicated in experiment HF-4 (cf. Table 2).

Table 2 Values of the percentiles of the electrical position X relevant to
the hydrodynamic focusing experiments HF-1 to HF-4 (cf. Figure 7).

Exp. Beads
XL [µm]

Beads
XH [µm]

RBCs
XL [µm]

RBCs
XH [µm]

HF-1 – 5.5 – 5.0
HF-2 – −2.3 – −1.3
HF-3 – −16.6 – −14.8
HF-4 −3.2 4.8 −4.8 6.2

4.5 Multiparametric impedance-based characterization
Besides cross-sectional position detection, the proposed system

also provides multi-parametric information useful for characteri-
zation of particle motion and electrical phenotyping of cells. An
example is reported in Figure 8. The dataset is relevant to the ex-
periment denoted by M in Table 1 where particles (erythrocytes
and beads) visit a large part of the channel cross-section.

The average particle throughput (125 events/s) is reasonably
stable during the 200 s of experiment duration (inset of Fig-
ure 8(a)). The empirical distribution of particle inter-arrival times
is well fitted by an exponential distribution (with mean µ=8 ms
and rate λ = 1/µ=125 s−1), as expected when particle occur-
rence is a Poisson process44 (Figure 8(a)). Inter-arrival time
statistics is useful e.g. to monitor the onset of particle trains,
which have several microfluidic applications.45

An electrical estimate V of particle velocity is obtained from the
signal IP as follows:

V = L/δ , (5)

where L is the distance between the centres of the floating elec-
trodes (L = 80 µm) and δ is the relevant transit time. A 3D

scatter plot of electrical X , electrical Y and electrical V is re-
ported in Figure 8(b) for the beads, along with the theoretical
fluid velocity profile (i.e., the velocity distribution in steady state,
hydrodynamically fully developed, laminar flow for Newtonian
fluids in rectangular channels46). A good agreement is found
(RMSD=0.03 m/s, that is 5% of maximum velocity).

Exploiting the amplitude of the signal IP at 615 kHz and its
relative prominence P, an electrical estimate of particle volume
is obtained that is not affected by position-induced blurring30

(cf. Figure S9). In particular, compensating for positional de-
pendence, the coefficient of variation (CV) of estimated bead vol-
ume is reduced from 29.5% to 4.3%, which compares well with
the manufacturer quoted value (5.1%). The histograms of the
electrical volume of the erythrocytes and of the beads are shown
in Figure 8(c). The red blood cell distribution width (RDW)
and mean corpuscular volume (MCV), which are biomarkers with
multiple clinical applications,47 are also reported (RDW=12.7%,
MCV=90 fl). By comparison, the values provided by a clinical
hematology analyzer were 12.7% and 92 fl, respectively.

The ratio of the electrical volume at 1 MHz and the electri-
cal volume at 615 kHz provides a measure of particle opacity48

(Figure 8(d)). It is lower for the erythrocytes than for the beads,
which is consistent with the capacitive behaviour of an intact cell
membrane.49,50

5 Discussion
Microfluidic impedance cytometry is a simple electrical method
for counting, identifying and monitoring cells and cellular func-
tions at the single-cell level, with applications in basic research
and diagnostics.49 Compared with traditional approaches like
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Fig. 8 Multiparametric impedance-based characterization. (a) Empirical (gray bins) and fitted (green line) probability density function of particle inter-
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flow cytometry, its main advantages are the label-free nature, re-
quiring minimal sample processing, and the potential for low-cost
and portable implementation.50 Whereas microfluidic impedance
cytometry has been widely used for single-cell electrical charac-
terization, its use for single-cell electrical position detection is re-
cently emerging.26–29

In this work, we demonstrated an all-in-one impedance-based
device for cell position detection and characterization. The fea-
tures of the proposed system are summarized in Table S4 and
compared with those of other relevant systems available in the lit-
erature. Our approach is suited to particles and cells, with either
spherical or non-spherical geometry. To the best of our knowl-
edge, position detection of biological cells based on a microfluidic
impedance chip has not been previously reported.

Whereas most of the systems presented so far demon-
strated particle position detection along one direction (channel
width26,28 or channel length27), cross-sectional position detec-
tion is addressed in this work. Compared to the approach in
Reale et al.29, a different strategy is used here for lateral posi-
tion detection, enabling a significant reduction of the length of
the relevant sensing zone (120 µm instead of 300 µm), and re-
quiring one current signal instead of two. An accuracy in the
order of 6% of channel dimension was obtained for red blood
cells. By comparison, a similar accuracy was reported by Reale
et al.29 for 6 µm polystyrene beads, whereas in Wang et al.26 (6
and 11 µm beads) and Solsona et al.28 (83 µm beads) the accu-
racy was in the order of 20% and 12.5% of channel dimension,
respectively. The estimation of particle cross-sectional positions
along with particle velocities enabled the reconstruction of the
velocity profile, that compared well with the theoretical fluid ve-
locity profile (RMSD = 5% of maximum velocity).

The device was simultaneously used for single-cell electrical
characterization in terms of size and electrical opacity. The es-
timation of particle position represents a significant benefit for
particle/cell electrical characterization, because it allows to re-
move position-induced blurring from the measured particle prop-
erties. In particular, a CV of estimated bead volume of 4.3% was
obtained in the characterization experiment (M), where particles
visit a large portion of the channel cross-section. Similar values
were reported by other groups using impedance in combination
with external force fields to position particles along specific tra-
jectories (cf. Grenvall et al.51 and the references therein).

The demonstrated detection rate (125-460 events/s, according
to flow rate) and the number of analyzed particles/cells (>2000)
compares well with those of the other systems. The throughput
could be further increased by increasing the flow rate (consistent
with the readout rate of the electronics) or the sample concentra-
tion (at the expense of a higher fraction of coincidences52).

The performance assessment discussed above suggests a num-
ber of potential application scenarios for the proposed device. It
could be an effective tool for studying microscale particle mo-
tion, for microfluidic sorting and separation applications, and for
design and optimization of particle focusing systems. As an ex-
ample, the proposed approach could be used to investigate vis-
coelastic cell and particle focusing.53,54 The system, providing
accurate cell sizing, is also suited to applications where cell size

is a biomarker of underlying cellular processes. Examples include
monitoring RDW levels for early detection of cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular diseases,55 as well as monitoring apoptotic cell
death,56 formation of cell aggregates,57 and leucocyte activa-
tion or monocyte differentiation.58 Moreover, the device is simple
from the microfabrication point of view, because it is based on a
coplanar-electrode layout, and it is easy to operate, because no fo-
cusing mechanisms are required. Therefore, when coupled with
a fully integrated electronics,59,60 it has the potential for point-
of-care testing applications.

6 Conclusions

A novel strategy for the high-throughput measurement of cross-
sectional positions of individual particles and cells flowing in a
rectangular microchannel was presented. An all-electrical ap-
proach was implemented, based on two differential current sig-
nals whose features encode particle lateral and vertical posi-
tion, respectively. The applicability of this system to cells with
non-spherical morphologies was predicted in simulation and ex-
perimentally demonstrated by monitoring the hydrodynamic fo-
cusing of single erythrocytes under different sheath flow condi-
tions. Moreover, the device was simultaneously used to measure
beads/erythrocytes occurrence time, velocity, size and electrical
opacity.
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